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"I just love the process of creating something from nothing...  music out 
of thin air. One minute there's nothing, an hour later, a new song. Just 
the concept is so beautiful, and artistically, it reflects our Creator.  That 
inspires me.  The process of arranging a song is like putting a puzzle 
together... only you get to decide what the final picture looks like. It's a 
challenge, it's fun, and when you have the final, completed song, it's 
very satisfying. 

Favourite work/composer/why?  "I don't know that I have a 
favourite Classical composer, though there are several I really like. I've 
always been drawn to the piano works of Chopin, Ravel, Debussy, 
Rachmaninoff and Liszt. No clear favourite though. Actually, in my 
formative years, I drew much more musical inspiration from 
progressive rock bands like Rush, Heart, Jethro Tull, Kansas and 
Renaissance. Probably my favourite pianist/songwriter of all time is 
Kate Bush. 

Earliest memory involving piano playing?  "Playing my 
grandmother's organ whenever I went to her house. That's where it all 
started. I distinctly remember working out the melody to "Windy" by 
The Association when I was 7 or 8 years old. 

Proudest Moment?  "The first time I sat down at a recital and 
listened to a handful of piano students play my music. I'm still amazed 
by that. I am thrilled that kids and adults alike are actually learning my 
music and committing it to memory. That just blows my mind. (Image 
below - David Nevue.) 



 
 The most important qualities in a great pianist?   

"Melody, melody, melody. And playing with emotion from the heart. For 
me, a good song is all about melody, and a good performance is all about 
playing a piece in such a way that the audience feels the piece and 
follows along with you on the musical journey. It's not about playing to 
impress, or playing lots of notes really fast. Playing a difficult technical 
piece means nothing at all if the audience walks away with a shrug and 
forgets what you did five minutes later. The music you play should stay 
with the audience long after the performance is over. 

The biggest challenge you have overcome... 

"I struggle with pain in my arms, hands, fingers and right knee 
frequently. I suffer from fibromyalgia. It's not crippling for me, as it is 
for so many other folks, but it's chronic, and sometimes very distracting 
when I'm playing. 

"Years ago, when it first hit me, it was so bad I thought I'd never play 
piano again. Fortunately, I recovered from that and though I still 
struggle with it, it's never returned to the degree of pain I experience 
when it first hit me. I have learned not to overdo it and to manage it. 

Writing music   "Writing music for piano is about the most satisfying 
thing I do. It's just wonderful to create music that so many people love. 
And it's wonderful to know that if God took me home to heaven 
tomorrow, there would be a little something of me left behind that 
people would remember and appreciate for years to come." 



Solo Piano Artist & Creator of Whisperings: Solo Piano 
Radio http://www.davidnevue.com/ http://www.davidnevue.com/liste
n.htm http://www.solopianoradio.com/ http://www.twitter.com/david
nevue  Sign up for David Nevue's newsletter, "Notes from the Piano", at 
http://www.davidnevue.com/subscribe.htm 

"With a piano style somewhere between Chopin and George Winston, 
David Nevue brings melody and heart back to instrumental music." - 
Editorial Review Amazon.com.	  


